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Name of Group:  North West CSMG 
 

 
 

Date of Meeting: 16.05.16 
Contact details for further info: senior@hsew.org.uk 
 

 

Main points of interest 
1. The meeting clashed with the revamped national CYPIC event in 

Glasgow but despite that it was well attended with some new 
representation from Trinity Academy and Broughton High.  We 
were also delighted to have a police presence once again.  There 
was however an uncertainty about the future nature of the 
meetings and a feeling that only two CSMGs were currently 
meeting.  I had information to convey from Gordon McLean as a 
meeting was to take place with Nick Croft about the leadership if 
the groups with the steer being for the Practice Team Manager in 
each locality to take the Chair.  For North West this will be John 
Stevenson.  There is an understanding that this will be challenging 
given the size of the North West. 

2. This led to a discussion about the 8 cluster areas and the variety of 
TAC practice with different models ranging from none, to strategic 
focus, to case specific, identified.  There was an interest in finding 
out a bit more about ‘what works’.  It was also suggested that 
there needs to be clear two way communication between the TACs 
and the CSMG and the leadership of all these groups was 
recognised as being the key to the ones having current successes. 

3. The South Queensferry TAC I had recently attended had expressed 
concern about the distribution of resources.  I was asked to pass 
on to the CSMG the TAC concern about the reductions to services 
in the area eg EWO, library provision etc.  The TAC identified the 
need to link school and community services into the current local 
investment in housing and the increase in tourism as there is a 
need to identify how this investment can benefit the growing 
population of children and families in the area. 

4. A request from Jim Connor, Partnership Development Officer, to 
identify priorities for a five year locality plan was highlighted and 
the CSMG wanted more information about how to feed into the 
area priorities. 

5. There was the usual update from services and everyone 
commented on how useful the meeting is to meet colleagues and 
exchange information as there is often little time for this to take 
place with increasing workload and decreasing staff.  Some good 
news included the capital investment in early year’s facilities and 
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the Government commitment to increasing numbers of Health 
Visitors.  From the Voluntary Sector I reiterated the ongoing 
struggle to identify funding and the need to access council 
buildings as part of the asset sharing plans so that at least this 
could reduce cost.  The problem is that community facilities often 
seem to be let income generating groups. 

6. There was no date set for a future meeting as this will need to 
come from the new Chair and it is hoped that the date will be 
suitable for the Locality Manager to attend as well.  

 

Issue for Network to discuss 
 
CSMG representation (I raised this in May as the area is huge) 
Input to CSMG revamp?? 
TACs?? 
CYPIC involvement 
Locality Plans and how they fit in – (additional email sent to Katherine) 
Asset sharing?? 
 
 

Follow up Action 
 
Pass on dates of future meetings once identified. 

 


